
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It is ______________ to note that only those works are Classical stories.1.
(interested/interesting)

interesting

To the need of having some of this investment was joined the hope of
seeing the shares rise in the market to an indefinite extent, and it is not
______________ that the eagerness to obtain them soon increased to frenzy.

2.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

Yet her hand shook so that she set the cup down, and, as soon as Mary
had disappeared again, folded her arms and looked toward the eager-
______________ boy opposite, in a helpless sort of way.

3.

(faced/facing)faced

President Grant formally proclaimed the Exhibition in 1873, and in the
______________ year foreign governments were invited to participate.
4.

(followed/following)
following

In the ______________ year, the breaking out of war between France and
Austria opened a wider field of action.
5.

(followed/following)
following

More than forty million pounds of cocoa are yearly consumed in the
______________ States.
6.

(united/uniting)United

Five years before the two men had come back to the ______________
States.
7.

(united/uniting)
United

The agreement went through, with modifications, in the ______________
year, and the building of the great northern road began.
8.

(followed/following)
following

It was ______________ to see a light burning in the kitchen.9.
(reassured/reassuring)

reassuring

Trained in such surroundings, it is not ______________ that he should
have reached a degree of achievement which has to a great extent justified
the claim that he was the best decorative artist of the 18th century.

10.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising
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After a while the storm passed, and Nellie sat up, red- ______________
and red-nosed, but with a measure of her usual tranquillity restored.
11.

(eyed/eyeing)

eyed

When Marco awoke, he at first supposed that he had been asleep about
an hour, and he was ______________ to see how much the fire had burned
down in that time.

12.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

Looking towards the person of whom they spoke, for the purpose of giving
more force to his asseveration, he was ______________ to see her white
hand holding the diamond pin to her lips.

13.

(amazed/amazing)
amazed

Communicating the treaty between France and the ______________
States.
14.

(united/uniting)
United

When such superstitious respect was paid to the relics of saints, it is not
______________ that the consecrated wafer or host received the most
extravagant marks of adoration.

15.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

The small boat is very much ______________, and unseaworthy.16.
(disabled/disabling)

disabled

At the same time I was ______________ to see that the flickers' attempts
at church-going had met with such indifferent encouragement.
17.

(pained/paining)

pained

Just as he was starting, a dark, black- ______________ man, on a strong
looking horse, rode up.
18.

(whiskered/whiskering)
whiskered

He was ______________ to see a metal plate fixed to the cowhide, over
the place where his initials had been.
19.

(shocked/shocking)
shocked

The low deck of a yacht, it must be remembered, does not present the
difficulties to assailants which even a brig-of-war or an ordinary high-
______________ merchantman is capable of doing.

20.

(sided/siding)sided
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